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Driverless electric shuttle buses that can travel at up to 45km/hr will soon
be trialled in Australia from a planned autonomous vehicle hub in South
Australia.
Transit Australia Group (Tag) and electric driverless technology

company EasyMile announced a partnership to be based at Tag’s joint
venture Precision Buses in Adelaide, the capital of South Australia.
The partnership will involve Australian trials of EasyMile’s EZ10

autonomous buses, to be coordinated from Precision’s Adelaide site. The
trials will focus on the deployment, operations and maintenance of the
vehicles. Tag said it would reveal details of where and when the trials
would take place later in the year.
Each shuttle bus carries up to 15 passengers (eight seated and seven

standing) and can operate on existing roadway and public infrastructure
using proprietary software.
“Our immediate focus is on working with EasyMile to deliver

successful trials across Asia-Pacific and expanding our local knowledge,
skills and capabilities around driverless bus technology, operations and
maintenance,” said Tag CEO Michael McGee.

Australia to test driverless buses
Volkswagen has joined
forces with tier-ones
Bosch and Continental,
chip company NVidia
and Ethernet specialist
Aquantia to create in-ve-
hicle networking suitable
for autonomous driving.

The aim is to transmit
data between the increas-
ing number of high-reso-
lution sensors, cameras
and processing engines at
speeds fast enough for
self-driving cars.

The five companies
have formed the Net-
working for Autonomous
Vehicles (NAV) alliance
to drive the ecosystem de-
velopment required for
multi-gig Ethernet net-
working in vehicles.

Self-driving cars have
become data centres on
wheels constantly anal-

ysing vast amounts of
data to try to ensure the
safest and most secure ex-
perience for passengers,
pedestrians and other ve-
hicles.

“Redundant and diverse
AI algorithms are the key
to level five automation,”
said James Hodgson, sen-
ior analyst at ABI Re-
search. “However, the
volume of data generated
by multiple types of sen-
sors – camera, radar,
lidar, ultrasound – can
reach 32Tbyte every eight
hours. That level of data
transfer calls for a new
breed of ultra-high-speed
networks, including
multi-gig Ethernet. The
NAV alliance will catal-
yse the development of a
reliable next generation
of networking platform

for self-driving cars.”
Akin to an advanced

nervous system, this net-
working architecture is
based on an array of
ECUs, CPUs, GPUs,
high-definition cameras,
sensors, gateways and
storage devices, all con-
nected through a high-
speed, multi-gigabit
Ethernet network that
works to move data
throughout the vehicle se-
curely and reliably.

Gary Hicok, senior vice
president of NVidia, said:
“Multi-gig Ethernet has a
proven track record for
interoperability and scal-
ability, making it a natural
choice for automotive
connectivity, delivering
critical data from the sen-
sor suite to the vehicle’s
AI brain.”

Big guns join to tackle
in-vehicle networking

American communica-
tions company Sprint has
joined IoT blockchain
firm NXM Labs to launch
a 5G-ready connected car
platform combining high-
speed, on-demand pas-
senger wifi with vehicle
health monitoring and
safety. This includes what
is claimed to be the first
blockchain powered IoT
security system that
guards against hackers.

The NXM platform in-
cludes an automotive
router that keeps people
connected on the road
and, through mobile apps,
helps save money and
keep track of vehicle per-
formance and location.
Features include mainte-
nance reminders, prev-
entive notifications,
scheduling and booking
service appointments.

The platform will pro-
vide on-demand, unlim-
ited high-speed wifi
connectivity, powered by
the Sprint LTE network
that’s ready for faster
speeds and more capacity
when its 5G service be-
gins next year. Drivers
and passengers can con-
nect their favourite de-
vices in their vehicle and
choose to order cellular
broadband by the day,
week or month without
relying on their smart-
phone plan.

Sprint uses blockchain to secure
5G-ready connected car platform

“Through the power of
blockchain technology,
NXM provides an ad-
vanced level of security
and advanced capabilities
to vehicles that might not
otherwise have it, even

extending wifi,” said Ivo
Rook, SVP of Sprint.

Smart parental controls,
anti-theft, roadside assis-
tance and collision detec-
tion features help keep
families safe. The plat-

form also makes it easy to
find nearby parking and
low-cost petrol. Multiple
vehicles can connect to
each other. The platform
will be available this au-
tumn in the USA.
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Daimler and Xilinx are
working together on arti-
ficial intelligence for the
user interface for future
vehicles. The project has
been running for nearly
two years but most of it is
still being kept secret.

The two companies are
collaborating on the in-
car system powered by a
Xilinx 60nm Zynq Ultra-
scale+ SoC and AI accel-
eration software.

Though neither com-
pany has confirmed that
the application is for a
user interface, the person
in charge of the project
for Daimler is director of
user interaction Georges
Massing.

“We are accelerating
our product development
using AI technology by
engaging our global de-
velopment centres with
Xilinx experts,” said
Massing. “Through this
strategic collaboration,
Xilinx is providing tech-
nology that will enable us
to deliver very low la-
tency and power effi-
ciency for vehicle
systems which must oper-
ate in thermally con-
strained environments.”

Full details of the proj-
ect are not expected to be
released until next year,
possibly at January’s
Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas.

Daimler and Xilinx
collaborate on AI for
vehicle user interfaces

As part of the collabora-
tion, deep learning ex-
perts from the Merc-
edes-Benz R&D centres
in Sindelfingen, Ger-
many, and Bangalore,
India, are implementing
their AI algorithms on an
adaptable automotive
platform from Xilinx.

Mercedes-Benz will
productise Xilinx’s AI
processor technology, en-
abling the efficient execu-
tion of the neural
networks.

A Xilinx team in Cali-
fornia has been in charge
of implementing the neu-

ral network on the SoC.
“We can’t say what the

neural network will do,”
said Stephan Janouch,
senior marketing man-
ager at Xilinx. “They
only give us the software
necessary to support the
implementation. I can’t
say whether this will go
into autonomous vehi-
cles. We are not allowed

to give any more details.”
Willard Tu, senior di-

rector for automotive at
Xilinx, added: “Our
adaptable acceleration
platform for automotive
offers industry leaders
like Daimler a high level
of flexibility for innova-
tion in deploying neural
networks for intelligent
vehicle systems.”

Xilinx offers flexibility for driving complex adas

Taiwanese company M31
Technology has received
ISO 26262 development
process certification as it
prepares to enter the vehi-
cle electronics market.

The silicon IP boutique
obtained the certificate
for vehicle functional
safety from SGS-TÜV.
With its IP development
and validation process,
M31 says it will provide
the industry with more se-
cure and reliable vehicle
IP to enter the automotive
electronics market.

“The functional safety
design is highly valued in
the automotive field,”

said HP Lin, CEO of M31
Technology. “The ISO
26262 standard has be-
come a key requirement
for all automotive SoC
and IP designs. To meet
stringent automotive
grade requirements, M31
actively invests in the
development process cer-
tification of ISO 26262
with the purpose to estab-
lish a safety culture that
includes principles,
processes and strategies.”

He said M31 would au-
thorise specialised man-
agement personnel to
participate in the develop-
ment process to provide

the industry with safer
and more reliable auto-
motive IPs and to expand
the market for automotive
electronics.

M31 has seven employ-
ees with an ISO 26262
road vehicle functional
safety expert licence to
assist in implementing
automotive IP design
processes in accordance
with ISO 26262.

M31’s IP will help SoC
users meet OEM require-
ments in the design of au-
tomotive IC products. It
will meet SoC’s design
requirements for ISO
26262 functional safety,

reliability and quality to
enable the creation of
more advanced applica-
tions for the automotive
electronics market.

“In the next phase, M31
will continue to invest in
various IP for product
certification under the
ISO 26262 standard, in-
cluding both fundamental
and high-speed interface
IP,” said Lin. “In the fu-
ture, M31 will expand the
IP penetration rate of
mainstream applications
such as mobile devices,
internet of things, AI,
wearable products and
automotive electronics.”

M31 Technology meets ISO 26262

Power management com-
pany Eaton has set up an
e-mobility business with
plans to invest $500m in
intelligent power elec-
tronics, power systems,
power distribution and
circuit protection.

The company is ad-
dressing increasing de-
mand for high-voltage
electrified vehicles.

The division was
formed by combining
products, expertise and
manufacturing capabili-
ties from its electrical and
vehicle businesses. The
$500m investment over
the next five years is to
develop smart diagnostic
technologies, intelligent

power electronics and
predictive health monitor-
ing, to deliver intelligent
electrification products to
passenger cars, commer-
cial vehicles and off-
highway vehicles.

Eaton has more than
15,000 HEV and PHEV
systems on the road in the
USA, Europe, China and
other Asia-Pacific mar-
kets. The company also
has high-voltage, fast-act-
ing fuses in nearly half of
global electrified cars,
and power electronics on
a European battery-elec-
tric vehicle platform.

“Our understanding of
the unique needs of vehi-
cle customers, along with

our experience in trans-
missions and power elec-
tronics in the hybrid
space, gives us a distinct
advantage versus other
suppliers,” said Jeff
Lowinger, president of
the e-mobility division.
“Customers using Eaton
hybrid systems have col-
lectively accumulated an
estimated two billion
miles of clean, reliable
service.”

The e-mobility division
is headquartered in
Southfield, Michigan,
with design centres and
manufacturing locations
in Asia, Europe and the
Americas. It employs ap-
proximately 1200 people.

Eaton to invest $500m in power electronics
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Laird has launched an in-
tegrated and scalable
module for secure mobile
connectivity and automo-
tive Ethernet for internet
use inside and outside the
vehicle.

The Max modular auto-
motive connectivity unit
brings together communi-
cations technologies,
characterised by flexibil-
ity, scalability, an open
software concept, a
Linux-based security
module and integrated an-
tenna system.

“Besides the added
safety and comfort for
drivers and passengers,
Max enables a wide range
of services, including ad-
vanced diagnostics for
maintenance, theft pro-
tection, over-the-air soft-
ware updates, vehicle
location and other bene-
fits that can be scaled to
meet the needs of au-
tomakers and their cus-
tomers,” said Guido
Dornbusch, Laird vice
president.

Laird product director
of vehicle communica-
tions devices Dietmar
Schnepp said the modu-
larisation of Max let car
makers have a shorter
time-to-market than tai-
lor-made products.

“The platform can be
integrated into a Laird
system, including control

Laird module secures
vehicle connectivity

unit and antenna, and
used for external service
providers as the basis for
a back-end connection or
for app development,
which is especially attrac-
tive for smaller compa-
nies,” Schnepp said.

Dornbusch said Max
would provide end users
requiring high volumes of
data with an optimal cost
per feature, and that the

platform’s flexibility
made it attractive to cus-
tomers who only needed
networking for small
batches.

Applications that can be
implemented on Max in-
clude internet gateway
functionality, remote di-
agnostic tool, remote-
control system, location
functions and driver sta-
tistics.

Laird’s Max communications module

A group of 15 industrial
and academic partners
will work together over
the next three years on
new approaches to IT se-
curity in self-driving cars.

The Security for Con-
nected, Autonomous Cars
(SecForCars) project has
funding of €7.2m from
the German government.

The partners are Audi,
Escrypt, Fraunhofer Insti-
tute for Applied & Inte-
grated Security, Fraun-

hofer Institute for Mecha-
tronic Systems Design,
Free University of Berlin,
Karlsruhe University of
Applied Sciences, Infi-
neon, Itemis, Mixed
Mode, Bosch, Schutzw-
erk, Technical University
of Braunschweig, Techni-
cal University of Munich,
University of Ulm and
Volkswagen.

SecForCars is looking
at a wide range of ques-
tions: How can connected

and autonomous cars be
developed so as to be
more secure? How can
such vehicles be tested
for security gaps? How
can car makers and tech-
nology partners ensure
that gaps that arise later
are eliminated as quickly
as possible?

The project brings to-
gether experts from IT se-
curity and autonomous
driving. It will run until
March 2021.

Research alliance receives €7.2m to
tackle autonomous vehicle security

Digital twin
UK software firm RFPro,
is developing a virtual
model of Applus+ IDI-
ADA’s proving ground to
be used for developing
vehicles in simulation.

The digital twin lets ve-
hicle makers accelerate
the development of adas
and connected au-
tonomous vehicles by
testing them in a fully
representative virtual en-
vironment before valida-
tion on the track.

“Using a virtual envi-
ronment is the only cost-
effective way to subject
these self-learning sys-
tems to the limitless num-
ber of scenarios that can
occur in the real world,”
said Chris Hoyle, techni-
cal director of RFPro.
“Identical scenarios can
be choreographed at the
proving ground to vali-
date the simulation.”
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A self-driving motorcycle co-developed by AB Dynamics should let
autonomous cars be tested under more challenging and representative
conditions. Unlike slow-moving pedestrians and cyclists, the combination
of rapid acceleration and manoeuvrability means motorcycles present a
particular challenge to an autonomous vehicle or adas.
To avoid risk to a human rider, the riderless motorcycle has the

performance potential of the original bike, enabling more dynamic
interactions to be tested, such as motorcycle overtaking, traffic filtering
and lane splitting.
Mechanical integration of the riderless systems was carried out by start-

up AutoRD. AB Dynamics integrated its on-board robot controller,
which runs the company’s RC software, allowing programming of the
motion of the motorcycle and path-following via GPS positioning. The
firm’s cross-platform Synchro technology allows coordination of the bike
with other moving objects, such as cars or adas targets, and synchronises
all data generated, enabling later review.
The demonstrator used a BMW C1 motorcycle with ABS, no manual

clutch and a roof structure for mounting sensors.

Self-driving motorbike for testing

Green Hills Software has
integrated Paragon Soft-
ware’s File System Link
with the Integrity rtos.
Paragon’s drivers let car
owners connect USB de-
vices, SD cards, or other
storage media directly to
in-vehicle infotainment
(IVI) systems to enjoy
audio and video record-
ings, regardless of the file
system used.

File System Link inte-

grates with the rtos plat-
form by adding NTFS,
HFS+ and exFat support
to other natively sup-
ported file systems,
achieving claimed high
performance results on
mount and initial index-
ing time, and CPU use.

“Our collaboration with
Green Hills Software ad-
dresses the automotive in-
fotainment and telematics
demands for the perform-

ance-optimised kernel-
level drivers,” said Kon-
stantin Komarov, CEO of
Paragon Software. “The
optimisation of Paragon
File System Link for the
Integrity virtual file sys-
tem framework enables
various applications to
serve multiple clients si-
multaneously, with multi-
ple fail-safety layers
included. In addition,
Paragon File System Link

guarantees data integrity
in case of improper
mounting, power loss and
other failures.”

Paragon’s standby
mode functionality en-
sures file system consis-
tency and reduces the
need for file system
checks and repairs. The
fast mount feature allows
instant access to content,
effectively shifting sys-
tem response time and
readiness into high gear.

With optimised source
code, File System Link
ensures low-system re-
quirements without sys-
tem resource overloads.

It is a flexible kernel
module that integrates
into complex workflows
improving the time to
market.

“Automotive applica-
tions increasingly require
the ability to allow driv-
ers and passengers to in-
teract as seamlessly with
their entertainment sys-
tems in the car as they do
in other environments,”
said Chris Tubbs, busi-
ness development direc-
tor at Green Hills
Software. “To deliver
this, manufacturers need
a safe and secure software
environment that also en-
ables the easy integration
of external storage media.
The integration of the
Green Hills Integrity and
Paragon File System Link
provides exactly this
combination.”

Green Hills and Paragon integrate for IVI

Mercedes-Benz Vans is
using Automotive Grade
Linux (AGL) as a foun-
dation for an on-board
operating system for its
commercial vehicles.

Dan Cauchy, executive
director of AGL at the
Linux Foundation, said
this was “proof that we
have built a robust plat-
form that can enable new
products to quickly be de-
veloped and brought to
market”.

AGL is an open source
project hosted by the
Linux Foundation that is
changing the way car
makers build software.
More than 125 members
are working together to
develop a common plat-
form that can serve as the
de facto standard.

Sharing a single soft-
ware platform across the
industry reduces frag-
mentation and accelerates
time to market by encour-
aging the growth of a
global ecosystem of de-
velopers that can build a
product once and have it
work for multiple car
makers.

With its Advance initia-
tive, Mercedes-Benz is
focussing on connectivity
and IoT applications,
hardware, on-demand
mobility and rental con-
cepts, and fleet manage-
ment for transporting
goods and passengers.

The company is devel-
oping an on-board operat-
ing system using AGL.
The open-source AGL
platform provides the

flexibility to create tai-
lored products, including
adding and connecting
any kind of IoT compo-
nents to the vehicle, such
as sensors, automation
controls and actuators.
The AGL-based operat-
ing system will debut on
various Mercedes-Benz
Vans prototype projects
later this year.

“It has become clear
that fast innovation cycles
and flexible software ar-
chitecture are key for the
successful development
of business applications,
which is why we are
using AGL as a founda-
tion for our new on-board
operating system,” said
Thomas Wurdig, head of
IoT at Mercedes-Benz
Vans.

Mercedes adopts Automotive
Grade Linux for van platform

Mips says its I6500-F
CPU IP core, designed as
a safety element out of
context (SEooC), has be-
come the first high per-
formance 64bit multi-
cluster CPU IP to receive
formal certification of
compliance for Asil B
[D], based on ISO 26262
and IEC 61508 Sil 2.

The core was certified
by Resiltech, which certi-
fies safety-related prod-
ucts for automotive and
industrial applications.

“The Mips team has
followed the safety re-
quirements, not only to
address quantitative re-
quirements for random
failures for Asil B [D],
but also to achieve com-
pliance regarding the
systematic failure re-
quirements,” said Franc-
esco Rossi, automotive
safety manager at Resil-
tech. “The safety compli-
ance and safety cases will
be of great value to com-
ponent vendors.”

The I6500-F addresses
functional safety require-
ments for HMIs, adas and
autonomous vehicles.
These include speech and
gesture recognition, eye
tracking, driver monitor-
ing, virtual assistance,
and natural language in-
terfaces, camera-based
machine vision, radar de-
tection units, driver con-
dition evaluation and
sensor fusion ECUs.

Mips receives
Asil backing
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Renesas is helping devel-
opers working with its R-
Car automotive SoCs
with a virtualisation sup-
port package that is said
to enable easier develop-
ment of hypervisors.

The package includes,
at no charge, both the R-
Car hypervisor develop-
ment guide document and
sample software for use
as reference. It is aimed at
software vendors who de-
velop the embedded hy-
pervisors that are required
for integrated cockpits
and connected car appli-
cations.

A hypervisor is a virtu-
alisation operating system
(OS) that allows multiple
guest OSs, such as Linux,
Android and various
rtoses, to run completely
independently on a single
chip.

Renesas announced the
R-Car hypervisor in April
2017 and the virtualisa-
tion support package, due
out this month, was de-

veloped to help software
vendors accelerate their
work with hypervisors.

Matthew Slager, vice
president of Green Hills
Software, said: “The In-
tegrity rtos with Multivi-
sor secure virtualisation
built on Renesas’ R-Car
SoC through cooperative
efforts with Renesas is al-
ready highly regarded by
OEMs and tier-ones, and
we hope to continue
working with Renesas to
create a flexible platform
that supports Linux and
Android that can meet
even the most stringent
OEM requirements for
future advanced automo-
biles.”

As more R-Car hyper-
visors become available
from software vendors,
OEMs and tier-ones will
have a wider choice of
hypervisor options and be
able to select an optimal
hypervisor for the combi-
nation of the guest OS to
be run, and for the system

Renesas offers virtualisation
support for R-Car SoCs

of meter cluster and cloud
services used. This should
increase the flexibility of
integrated cockpit system
and connected car devel-
opment and make devel-
opment faster.

The third-generation R-
Car SoCs were designed
assuming that they would
be used with a hypervisor.
The Arm CPU cores,
graphics cores, video and
audio IP, and other func-
tions include virtualisa-
tion functions and,
originally, for software
vendors to make use of
these functions, they
would have had to under-
stand both the R-Car
hardware manuals and
the R-Car virtualisation
functions and start by
looking into how to im-
plement a hypervisor.

Now, by following de-
velopment guides in the
R-Car virtualisation sup-
port package, software
vendors can take advan-
tage of these functions
and the advanced features
of R-Car. Also, by provid-
ing sample software that
can be used as a refer-
ence, this package sup-
ports rapid development.

By growing its ecosys-
tem with partner compa-
nies, including hypervisor
vendors, Renesas plans to
expand its line of the vir-
tualisation package, a
combination of a hypervi-
sor and guest OS, and
aims to lead the deploy-
ment of virtualisation into
vehicles to contribute to
the realisation of a safe
and secure automotive so-
ciety.

R-Car virtualisation support package

The Ford Focus os being
fitted with technology
that senses when a wheel
is falling into a pothole
and adjusts the suspen-
sion to limit how far the
wheel drops.

Because the tyre and
wheel do not fall as far,
they do not strike the op-
posite side of the hole as
harshly on exit. The rear
suspension can respond
even faster, with a signal
from the front wheel pro-
viding a pre-warning to
the rear wheel before it
reaches the pothole.

“Our engineers are al-
ways searching for the
roughest roads to really
test our suspension to the
limit, but more and more
we’re noticing that the
rough roads are finding
us,” said Guy Mathot,
Ford Focus vehicle dy-
namics supervisor. “Pot-
holes are a problem that
isn’t going away anytime
soon, but with our ad-

vanced suspension tech-
nology for all-new Focus,
we’ve been able to reduce
their impact.”

The detection system is
a feature of continuously
controlled damping tech-
nology on the car. Every
two milliseconds suspen-
sion, body, steering and
braking inputs are moni-
tored, and suspension re-
sponses adjusted for the
smoothest ride.

Ford develops its sus-
pension systems using a
specially created road at
its facility in Belgium.
This consists of replicas
of some of the worst pot-
holes and road hazards
from around the world.

Engineers refine the
systems with hundreds of
hours of testing on a di-
verse range of European
public roads, monitoring
loads and strains with
equipment similar to that
used by seismologists to
study earthquakes.

Ford is trying to limit the damage of potholes

Ford adds pothole
detection technology

The Genivi Alliance and
Future of Automotive Se-
curity Technology Re-
search (Fastr) are joining
forces to form a single au-
tomotive security team to
advance both organisa-
tions’ efforts, interests
and expertise in automo-
tive security.

Together, the team will
build on what each organ-
isation has already estab-
lished in the areas of
threat modelling, secure
over-the-air updates and
developing secure soft-
ware.

The Genivi Alliance is a
collaborative community
of car makers and their
suppliers developing
open software for in-vehi-
cle infotainment (IVI)
and the connected car.
Fastr is a non-profit re-
search consortium dedi-
cated to automotive cyber
security.

The combined security
activities will operate
under the Genivi security
team.

“By combining our
strengths and areas of in-
terest, Genivi is augment-
ing its existing sec-
urity-related efforts by
leveraging Fastr’s foun-
dational research and
deep understanding of
emerging security tech-
nologies,” said Steve

Crumb, executive direc-
tor of the Genivi Alliance.
“I believe that our focus
on writing secure code,
coupled with the quality
of research and experi-
ence of Fastr experts will
result in easily adopted
guidelines and ap-
proaches that bring great
benefit to the automotive
industry at large.”

As vehicles become in-
creasingly connected and
s o f t w a r e - p o w e r e d ,
Genivi and Fastr recog-
nised an emerging need
for a comprehensive, end-
to-end security model.
The work of the com-
bined security team will
look at automotive cyber
security holistically and
deliver guidelines and re-
search that helps stake-
holders build, deliver and
manage more secure ve-
hicles in the future.

“Our common vision
for re-architecting the ve-
hicle so that cyber secu-
rity is at its very
foundation helps drive
safety and trust in tomor-
row’s connected and au-
tonomous vehicles,” said
Joe Gullo, executive di-
rector of Fastr. “We are
excited to unify our ex-
pertise and jointly work
towards innovations in
technology to achieve
these goals.”

Genivi and Fastr
pool resources to
tackle cyber security

Global demand for auto-
motive displays is ex-
pected to continue strong
growth in 2018, accord-
ing to recent analysis
from business informa-
tion provider IHS Markit.

OEM production of the
three primary automotive
display systems – instru-
ment cluster, centre stack
and head-up display sys-
tems – is expected to
reach 118.5 million units

globally by the end of
2018, representing a nine
per cent growth in vol-
ume over 2017.

While the volume is
growing significantly, the
value of the market is
growing even faster. In
2018, IHS estimates just
these three display sys-
tems to bring in $13.5bn
in tier-one supplier rev-
enue, a 17 per cent
growth over 2017.

Strong growth for displays
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Steve Rogerson reports
from last month’s
Automechanika in
Birmingham, UK
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Technology problems and price are still holding back the wide adoption
of LED automotive lighting, according to Tini Zhou (pictured), sales
manager at China’s Foshan Haila Electrical.

She said that 90 per cent of her company’s lighting products were still
halogen, mainly because the LED price was higher despite LED lifetime
being longer.

“LED is a difficult technology,” she said. “An LED light can be very
bright initially, but the brightness deteriorates over time. However, they
use less power and have a longer lifetime. When they solve the technology
problems, the LED market will get bigger.”

The company employs 400 people at its factory in Guangdong
Province.

Technical challenges for LED lighting

The movies of the 1970s
and 1980s had many ex-
amples of future vehicles,
but how have they
panned out in the real
world? David Harris,
patent attorney with intel-
lectual property firm
Barker Brettell, looked at
four examples.
First up was Grease,

and the Ford Deluxe that
was transformed into a
flying car.
“It was an old junk car

that they renovated and it
could fly,” he said.
“There are several flying
cars today that are close
to market, the Aeromobil
is an example. It converts
into a single-seater pas-
senger plane.”
However, he said on in-

tellectual property, you
could not patent the con-
cept of a flying car, but
only how you made your
flying car work.
The most famous

screen example of an in-
telligent vehicle was Kitt
from Knight Rider. This
was a self-driving, talking
car. He said looking back
at it today, the displays
looked dated with all the
CRTs and not an LED in
sight.
“Now, the world of au-

tonomous vehicles is well
known,” he said. “Lots of
people have patents in
this field.”

More like the movies

His third example was
the Aston Martin V8
Volante from the James
Bond movie The Living
Daylights.
“That car, including its

interior, is protected by
patents,” he said.
And finally, the De-

Lorean from the Back to
the Future movies. No-
body has created a vehi-
cle that can travel through
time and while somebody

could not patent a concept
from an old film, the gull-
wing doors were differ-
ent. They have been
redesigned and improved.
The DeLorean in the

film was powered by a fu-
sion reactor.
“People today are mov-

ing away from fossil fuels
though nobody has gone
for fusion,” he said.
“They have gone for hy-
drogen cars.”

However, he stressed
that whatever futuristic
concept designers come
up with, they should talk
with their patent attorneys
before disclosing it to
anyone else.
“IP protects the intellec-

tual effort you put into it,”
he concluded. “IP stops
someone else stealing
good ideas and innova-
tions. IP is an asset with
value.”

David Harris: “IP stops someone stealing good ideas.”

Over the next few years,
there will be big changes
in the way humans inter-
act with their vehicles,
believes Sam Clark, man-
aging director of Conjure.
He said this was part of

a general change that saw
the renting industry in-
creasing at an unprece-
dented rate.
“There is concern with

the rise of Uber and Lyft
that the automotive indus-
try is going to change for
the worse,” he said. “But
the new entrants are also
bringing new technolo-
gies.”
On interfaces, he said

that Renault and Mer-
cedes were pioneering air
gestures for integrating
with their vehicles.
“But there are no stan-

dards,” he said, “so dif-
ferent car makers are
using different gestures
for the same task.”
However, he said this

was part of a trend to give

Building empathy with your vehicle
vehicles personalities.
“If you can gesture at

your vehicle, talk to your
vehicle or if your vehicle
recognises you, that
brings in opportunities for
vehicle personalisation,”
he said. “So will the car
itself have a personality
like Kitt from Knight
Rider or can we create

those personalities? If a
brand is to differentiate it-
self, this is what it has to
look at.”
One aspect his com-

pany explored working
with Triumph was seeing
if they could get a motor-
bike to emote, looking at
aggression when the bike
was accelerating, pain

when it had suffered a
knock, and sickness if
there was an internal
fault.
“When you characterise

something, you can create
a state of empathy,” he
said. “If you build empa-
thy, the relationship with
the brand becomes
stronger.”

Sam Clark: “New
entrants bring new
technology.”
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Car makers are making it
easier for independent
garages to update vehicle
ECUs and carry out other
repairs that once could
only be done within a
manufacturer’s dealer
network.
Though the European

Union mandated this sort
of cooperation back in
2009, it has taken the in-
dustry time to adapt but
the results of the legisla-
tion are now there to be
taken advantage of, ac-
cording to Paul Sinder-

berry, business develop-
ment manager at Delphi
Technologies.
“Vehicle manufacturers

are now giving independ-
ent operators the repair
and maintenance infor-
mation they need,” he
said. “You connect to the
OEM web site to down-
load information and files
to a PC and then via a de-
vice to the vehicle. Most
car makers are doing this
on a subscription basis.”
He said that over the

past few years, a lot of

manufacturers had re-
moved the administration
fees for doing this and
getting secure access had
become a lot easier. And
the web portals are now a
lot simpler.
“ECU updates are the

most important thing
garages will do with
this,” he said. “Some car
makers offer full dealer
level diagnostic software.
Wiring diagrams and
workshop manuals are
also available.And digital
service records have be-

Opportunities arise from
pass-through diagnostic rules

come easier to get.”
Also available through

this route is vehicle recall
information, which can
be very useful for inde-
pendent workshops.
Because of the in-

creased sophistication of
vehicle ECUs and the in-
crease in the number of
protocols, this informa-
tion has become neces-
sary for the independent
garage to survive. In the
late 1990s, a vehicle
could have around 50,000
lines; today some vehi-
cles have more than ten
million, nearly as many
as the twelve million on a
Boeing 787.
“That is why you need

software updates,” he
said. “There are more
likely to be errors. We are
seeing more ECUs that
are more powerful and
faster. Software updating
is one of the leading re-
quirements for vehicle
service and repair. Updat-
ing the software may be
the only way to fix some
issues.”
He also reminded

garages that sometimes
these updates could take
two to three hours, so it
was important to have an
area within the workshop
where this could be done
without stopping other re-
pairs taking place.Paul Sinderberry: “Updating software may be only way to fix issues.”

The competency of re-
pairers is not keeping up
with the increased com-
plexity of vehicles, said
Neil Hilton, head of busi-
ness development at
Hella Gutmann.
“There are various adas

technologies, some of
which are very complex
such as lane departure
warning,” he said. “And
some are very basic, such
as parking sensors. There
is very little area round
the car that is not covered
by some kind of sensor.”
A good example of a

complex system was
night-vision assist. About
a third of car accidents
happen at night and the
eye is the weakest link.
Now there are systems

where a camera mounted
behind the front wind-
screen feeds information
into a matrix controller
that controls each head-
light so the beam can

adapt to oncoming vehi-
cles or the taillights of ve-
hicles being followed.
“It is therefore crucial

that the camera is config-
ured correctly,” he said.
“The camera needs re-
configuring after wind-
screen replacement and
after wheel alignment ad-
justment.And following a
crash or bodyshop repair.
This is basically the
whole aftermarket. No-
body is exempt.”
If this is not recalibrated

or recalibrated incor-
rectly, there can be incor-
rect functionality of some
of the adas features.
“Repairers could face

liability if an accident is
caused due to the calibra-
tion not being done prop-
erly,” he said. “You need
to learn how to deal with
these vehicles because
they are here to stay.
Some of these features
may soon be mandatory.”

Repairers fail to keep
up with technology

Neil Hilton: “Repairers could face liability.”
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Steve Rogerson reports
from last month’s Smart
Transportation & Mobility
conference at Tech XLR8,
part of London Tech Week

TECH TALK
The attack surface for a
cyber security attack on
an autonomous vehicle
can be huge, according to
Andy Davis, a director at
NCC Group.

For example, an impor-
tant element of au-
tonomous driving will be
knowing where is the ve-
hicle.

“It uses location data
from the GPS not just for
location but for data and
time information,” he
said. “It is easy to repli-
cate the GPS satellite net-
work using inexpensive
equipment. You can spoof
the location, but also
spoofing the data and
time can lead for more
creative attacks.”

He said there were inex-
pensive devices for jam-
ming GPS.

“This is crude but effec-
tive,” he said. “And the
software that lets you do
this is open source and
the equipment is cheap.”

Another attack surface
is the telematics equip-
ment. This is integrated
with the vehicle network
and can interface with
other ECUs.

“You can attack a single
vehicle or through the
telematics system all the
vehicles in the fleet,” he
said.

The arrival of V2X

Defending autonomous
vehicles against cyber attacks

technology brings in an-
other attack surface.

“The wireless protocols
and networks all need to
be tested from a cyber-se-
curity perspective,” he
said.

Sensors can also be at-
tacked.

“Autonomous vehicles
will have lots of sensors
such as lidar, radar and
ultrasonics,” he said. “All
can be manipulated using
software-defined radios.
You can spoof signals,
making objects appear or

disappear. You can jam
signals. You can even
tamper with objects, mak-
ing them bigger, smaller
or in a different place.”

Camera systems are
vulnerable. These are
used for tasks such as
lane-departure warning,
rear collision alerts and
pedestrian alerts, but the
cameras can be blinded or
the images manipulated.

Even artificial intelli-
gence for image analysis
is vulnerable. He showed
an example of a picture of

a bus that had the data
processed in such a way
that it still looked like a
bus to a human but to a
neural network it looked
like an ostrich.

“To prevent these at-
tacks, security must be
designed in,” he said. “It
must be considered
throughout the design
lifecycle. We are often
brought in too late, just
before product launch.
This can stop the product
launch or delay it seri-
ously.”

Andy Davis: “You can make objects appear or disappear.”
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About two-thirds of
newly registered cars in
the UK have some form
of driver assistance, ac-
cording to David Wong,
senior technology man-
ager at the the Society of
Motor Manufacturers &
Traders. But leading the
way is the Audi A8, the
first level-three capable
autonomous vehicle,
though European regula-
tions prevent that feature
being enabled just yet.

And as to level five ve-
hicles, that can only be
driven autonomously, he
said: “The car with the
steering wheel will be
with us for quite a long
time, because there are
still people who want to
own and drive a car.”

However, it is realistic
that there will be fully au-
tonomous vehicles on UK
roads by 2021, according
to Tim Marlow, head of
autonomous and con-

nected vehicle research at
Ageas. “It may only be in
very restricted areas, but
they will be there,” he
said. “There are a lot of
trials up and down the
country.”

One of these is in
Greenwich, and Paul
Copping, CIO of Digital
Greenwich, said the tech-
nology for the pods had
reached the point were
they could be deployed.

“The pods in Digital
Greenwich are pretty
much ready to go in terms
of technology,” he said.
“We are at the point
where we can go to a
commercial service.”

And Marlow said that
mainstream car makers
such as BMW and Audi
were talking about pro-
duction ready au-
tonomous vehicles within
three years.

However, Copping said
he doubted whether they

would ever be ready to
share the roads with high-
speed human drivers.

“I doubt we will ever
find a regime where they
can be completely inte-
grated with high-speed
human-driven vehicles
because of the death
rate,” he said. “The goal
is a slow-speed au-
tonomous vehicle that can
navigate through pedes-
trians and cyclists. We
can do the high-speed
stuff on rails; the au-
tonomous vehicles will be
for slow-speed urban en-
vironments.”

Marlow likened the
trend to more than 100
years ago when horses
were the main form of
transport, but today peo-
ple mostly rode horses for
leisure purposes. “The
same thing could happen
with cars,” he said.

Alberto Fernández-
Wyttenbach, market seg-

Jens Roeper Alberto Fernández-WyttenbachPaul Copping

David Wong: “There are still people who want to drive.”

Tim Marlow

ment leader at the Euro-
pean GNSS Agency
added: “Driving will not
become extinct. Lam-
borghini, for example,
makes cars that people
like to drive.”

Jens Roeper, executive
director of Designit, be-

lieves society is going
through a shift from
“ownership to usership”.
He said: “Owners will be-
come users on demand.
Car makers are trying to
build mobility services on
top of what they do.”

One area that will
change as a result of more
autonomous vehicles will
be the insurance industry.

“If car makers increase
safety, it should reduce
crash and collision rates,”
said Marlow. “It doesn’t
mean we will lose them
altogether, but it does
mean that the cost to in-
surance companies will
reduce and premiums
should come down as a
result.”

On the road to autonomy
By 2020, cars could be
generating 40 to 60Tbyte
of data per day.

“Imagine that from a
million cars,” said Fabien
Wilckens, a manager with
MapR. “How do you
transport and store those
data? And how do you
analyse all those data?”

He said there would
have to be subsets of data
that could be analysed.
But he was critical of the
big cloud companies such
as Amazon, Google and
Microsoft.

“Data are your assets,”
he said. “I don’t want
Amazon, Google or Mi-
crosoft running my appli-
cations because it locks
you in. I can’t control my
own data any more. I
want to keep my data in
my premises.”

He said when it came to
managing data, there
were three things to look
at. First was the impor-
tance of data flows, that is
knowing how data
evolve, how they get into
the organisation and how
they are created.

Secondly was the
emerging data fabric.
Data are always global
and he said data could
thus be generated some-

Keep Amazon,
Google and Microsoft
away from your data

Fabien Wilckens: “Data are your assets.”

where unknown.
And thirdly is injecting

intelligence into organisa-
tions. This means work-
ing with data as they
happen and looking back
at historical data.

“For example,” he said,
“if you want to detect
fraudulent activity on
credit cards, you need
historical data to work out

what good and bad trans-
actions look like, but you
need to do this in real
time.”

These, he said, can be
applied to driving with
adas for tasks such as pre-
dictive maintenance,
image understanding, ex-
tracting objects from the
video feed, and for au-
tonomous driving.
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The future of motorsport
could be the future of au-
tonomous vehicles, be-
lieves Bryn Balcombe,
CSO for Robrace.

He envisages a future
where motorsports will be
races between driverless
cars. And he says that
driving styles of past rac-
ers could be programmed
into the vehicles.

“We could replicate the
driving style of, say, Ayr-
ton Senna,” he said. “This
would let us bring back
racing drivers from the
past.”

Senna died in a crash
while leading the 1994
San Marino Grand Prix.
But Balcombe believes
this technology would let
current drivers, such as
Lewis Hamilton, test their
skills against racers such
as Senna from the past.

He said this year his
company already pitted
two university teams
against each other to

Could Lewis Hamilton
race Ayrton Senna?

write software to run in
the vehicles and then let
them race each other.

“We expect to see more
university teams sup-
ported by manufactur-
ers,” he said.

He acknowledged that
in racing the human ele-
ment was important.

“The challenge to the
human is how to get the
most out of a machine,”
he said. “In motorsport
we are seeing more intel-
ligence coming in to ad-
vise the driver on how to
drive.”

He said this saw two
forms of intelligence co-
operating, with only one
half, the human half, op-
erating the vehicle. He
compared this with side-

car racing where two hu-
mans had to cooperate to
get the most out of the ve-
hicle.

And he pointed out that
Nissan was now experi-
menting with controlling
cars direct from a human
brain.

“There is also an inter-
est to see humans versus
machines in racing,” he
said. “We could also see
the cars racing through
autonomous traffic on
public roads.”

As to purely au-
tonomous motor races, he
pointed out that today
watchers cannot actually
see the driver anyway.

Could an autonomous car drive like Aytrton Senna?

Bryn Balcombe: “There is also an interest to see
humans versus machines.”

Huawei is creating uni-
versal enablement for the
IoT and connected vehi-
cles with its Ocean Con-
nect platform, according
to Leo Ma, director of the
Chinese company’s prod-
uct portfolio.

Ocean Connect is an
open ecosystem built on
IoT, cloud computing and
big data technologies.

With an IoT connection
management platform as
its core, it provides more
than 170 open APIs and
serial agent software to
promote app release,
simplify device access,
guarantee network con-
nection, and achieve a
seamless connection be-
tween upstream and
downstream products.

Huawei connects vehicles

French company Trans-
polis has created a test
area to put autonomous
vehicles through their
paces in real-life condi-
tions.

The 30km of roads are
split into an urban area
with buildings, a rural
area and a 1km motor-
way.

“We will open the doors
to this facility in the sum-
mer and we will be able
to host clients from Sep-
tember,” said Stéphane
Barbier, chief develop-

ment officer at Transpo-
lis. “We have to make
sure embedded technolo-
gies in the vehicles work
and are safe.”

He said it was important
for there to be a dialogue
between the infrastructure
and the vehicle.

“Our clients work in the
vehicle side,” he said.
“We work on the infra-
structure side.”

He believes car makers
will use the facility for
checking some of the
Euro NCap adas require-

ments before going to
Euro NCap for evaluation

“Euro NCap is the per-
fect framework,” he said.

The €20m funding to
set up the site came
equally from private com-
panies and government
subsidies.

When the site opens in
September, Transpolis
plans to virtualise it to
create a digital twin. And
from early next year, 5G
communications will also
be available to test at the
site.

Transpolis test zone

“We are introducing
this to our ecosystem
partners to offer apps and

services,” said Ma. “No-
body alone can produce
everything. We have to

create an ecosystem.”
In a vehicle application,

the system can be used to
collect data from an ECU
and combine that with lo-
cation information.

“We can do analysis on
driver behaviour and send
information to insurance
companies and make pro-
posals to the driver,” he
said. “Inside the car we
are working with the likes
of Continental, Bosch,
Magneti Marelli and
Chainway.”

He said that the com-
pany was also working
with the PSA Group in
France and by March this
year about 1.3 million ve-
hicles were connected.
The goal, he said, was to
reach 4.5 million by
2020.

Leo Ma:
“Nobody
alone can
produce
everything.”
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Software-driven systems are
now the mainstay of
innovation in every

industry, especially in automotive
applications. Use of software in
cars has spread from basic
diagnostics to information and
entertainment systems to complete
autonomous driving features.
Modern vehicles are now

shipped with tens of millions of
lines of software that manage
engine and transmission controls,

Joe Wlad, David
Barnett and Bob
Leigh discuss ISO
26262 compliance
using approved
software
components for
road vehicles

WWhhaatt’’ss aarroouunndd??

braking, steering, and a host of
diagnostic information on every
subsystem. This trend has
compelled automotive designers
to address safety in a way that
includes system, hardware and
software design. 
The automotive industry has

adopted ISO 26262 as its
functional safety standard for
electronic systems that include
both hardware and software. 
A common problem is how to

use commercial-off-the-shelf
(cots) software that may or may
not have a proven safety pedigree
in a system destined for ISO
26262 approval,

Standard
ISO 26262 edition one is
composed of ten parts and covers
the safety lifecycle aspects of
electric and electronic automotive
systems. Fig. 1 summarises the
key requirements of each part.

Parts three to seven are the core
parts that deal with product
development from the concept
phase through design and
production.
The document provides a list of

objectives for each general
requirement such as initiation of
product development at the
software level, inputs such as the
safety plan, requirements such as
activities for product development
at the software level shall be
planned, and work products, such
as the software verification plan. 
From a holistic point of view, all

the sections of ISO 26262 must be
addressed at the appropriate Asil
automotive safety integrity level
to be considered compliant. 
Additionally, the structure of

ISO 26262 is encapsulated in a
way that permits activities,
validation and assessment for
each major part of development to
take place independently.
Therefore, one conceivably can
take a hardware or software
component, assess and approve it
in one system or element and then
reuse the approval in other
systems and assessments. In fact,
parts 8-12 and 8-13 directly
address requirements for approval
of software and hardware
components, respectively. 

Software requirements 
Part six is a core process
requirement of ISO 26262 and as
such does not include supporting
processes of functional safety
managements, configuration
management and change
management and more. While
ISO 26262 does not assume any
particular model of software
development such as agile,
iterative and so on, it is

convenient to document
requirements in a way as if the
software was designed in a
waterfall model. The first
requirement in developing
software to be compliant with ISO
26262 is to initiate a safety plan
and software verification plan.
These plans would of course be
supported by other process plans
defined in parts two and eight. 
Once the initiation activities are

complete, the specification of the
software safety requirements
process takes place. Here there is
an inexorable link to the safety
concept and overall system
design. The system design and/or
hardware design will place
limitations and burdens on
software and these constraints
need to be considered as part of
the requirements process. 
A good candidate for a software

component approved under ISO
26262 would likely have a well-
defined and exposed interface into
any system or hardware design.
This does not mean that any
system or hardware would support
a given software component but
that any limitations or conditions
be exposed to an integrator, for
example, memory and CPU
constraints would be specific
requirements if needed. 
The work products resulting

from this phase include a software
requirements specification,
refined hardware-software
interface specification and results
of the software verification
activities. 

Cots approach 
The organisation of ISO 26262
part six and other parts are highly
conducive to approval, assessment
and reuse of cots software
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components intended for various
applications. First, the
organisation of the software
lifecycle requirements and
activities in part six are staged,
meaning the outputs of one phase
are the inputs to the next. There
are three levels of software testing
defined in part six and each of
these is the result of increased
software integration. 
The other parts of ISO 26262

that are relevant to software
components include part two for
management of functional safety
and part eight covering supporting
processes. 
The software component

developer would need to
demonstrate that its internal

planning processes are aligned
with part two requirements. At a
minimum, this would include a
functional safety management
plan and a quality management
plan as well as evidence of a
safety culture and personnel who
are trained and responsible for
enforcing the safety culture in the
development and production
phases. 
The planning process will also

include references to any
applicable tool qualification plans.
This could include software
modelling tools, coverage analysis
tools and any other tools used in
the development or verification
activities. 
ISO 26262 part eight is relevant

for software component suppliers.
Part eight defines requirements
for documentation control,
configuration management,
change management and
requirements for qualification of
tools used under ISO 26262.
Clause 12 of part eight defines the
requirements for qualification of
software components, thereby
making explicit the notion that
approval of software components
under ISO 26262 is possible. 
The requirements to qualify a

software component under clause
12 of part eight include: 

• Requirements that address
functionality, resource usage,
response times, behaviour under
failure conditions and robustness;
• Description of the configuration,
interfaces and how to integrate the
component, description of
operation under abnormal
conditions, and a description of
known limitations and
workarounds to include existing
defects and limitations;
• Verification results showing full
coverage of all applicable
software requirements, including
robustness for normal and
abnormal conditions and
including the required structural
coverage analysis applicable to
the proposed Asil;
• Documentation of the software
identification and configuration,
targeted Asil, hardware
compatibility limitations,
organisation performing the
qualification, and the results of
the verification measures applied
to the software component; and 
• The qualification results and the
validity of the results must be
verified and, if required,
additional activities may need toFig. 1: ISO 26262 processes and requirements

Fig. 2: Connectivity platform, DDS data distribution service data bus

be performed.

The last point becomes a key
factor in determining the value of
software component reuse in ISO
26262. Establishing the validity of
the qualification results in a
different environment will always
compel some additional activities
on the part of the integrator. If the
supplied software component does
not adequately document the
scope of usage, approval and
limitations, the integrator may be
challenged in trying to apply ISO
26262 credit for the component in
their respective environment. 

Qualified software 
Connectivity platforms exist that
can provide software developers
and integrators with high-level
interfaces for distributing real-
time data between devices,
applications and subsystems. For
example, they can be used to
stream video, radar and lidar data

to analytics and autonomous
driving applications as well as to
integrate those applications with
traditional ECUs. 
This is often referred to as

communications middleware
since it is a library that sits
between applications and the
underlying operating system and
network stack, providing
developers with high-level publish
and subscribe interfaces that
abstract low-level networking
details.
It should support the DDS data

distribution service family of
standards and be a certifiable
middleware available with a
complete, commercially supported
certification package to support
ISO 26262 certification, including
Asil D. The package should
include all of the evidence
required by a certification
authority such as TÜV SÜD.
Using certified middleware that

conforms to a widely used

industry standard has a number of
benefits such as cost savings,
reduced risk, leverage experience,
reliability, interoperability, open
architecture and component
isolation.
Certified middleware can

continue to return costs savings
through the entire product life
cycle. 
In the automotive market, this

especially applies to in-car adas
and autonomous driving
applications where multiple
software components must share
data. In a well architected system,
these interdependent systems
should be loosely coupled and
will need varying levels of
certification, depending on their
function. 
For example, a sense-and-avoid

braking system would likely need
certification to Asil D and any
software critical to the sensing,
decision making and resulting
action would need this
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certification, such as, sensors,
ECUs, software algorithms,
braking and steering modules.
However, functions such as
navigation and path planning may
need to interact with some of the
same components but would
likely need a much lower
certification level or no
certification at all. 
Without certified middleware to

isolate and separate these
functions, every component
would need to be certified to the
highest certification, which would
be very expensive and would limit
the possible features and functions
of a system. 

Software components 
ISO 26262 part eight, clause 12
addresses the requirements for
software reuse. Reuse could apply
to a vendor’s own software or cots
software procured from a third
party. 
It is expected that any approved

software component will be used
in a variety of applications or it
would not be of much use to an
integrator. Examples of good
reusable software components are
operating systems,
communications and messaging
software, language and graphics
libraries, and file system
interfaces, among others. 
By providing guidance on how

to use and apply the software
component and its certification
data into various applications, the
integrator’s certification burden
and risk can be reduced. A
software component approved
under ISO 26262 should include
the following data and
information so the integrator can
increase its familiarity with the
component and represent it more

easily when submitted for ISO
26262 approval:

• ISO 26262 compliance
certificate from an approved
entity, such as TÜV;
• Software safety plan;
• Functional safety manual;
• Compliance matrix, which may
be part of the safety manual;
• Configuration index or version
description document;
• User’s guides and manuals;
• Verification results;
• Test vectors; 
• Tool qualification data and
results; 
• Vulnerability analysis or hazard
analysis;
• Traceability data;
• Partitioning analysis, optional;
and 
• Integration guide.

Conclusion
The trends in automotive design
include the ever-increasing use of
software, integration of software
components at various levels of
safety and regulatory compliance
with ISO 26262. Additionally,
there is a trend for more
autonomous features in road
vehicles that bring about complex
safety goals and requirements. 
Teams seeking to integrate cots

software into their automotive
projects will need to vet those
software components closely.
Beyond just the hardware
compatibility, the integrator will
need to show regulatory
compliance with part six, among
others, of ISO 26262. For a
software component, this can be
tricky because not all certifiable
software components are equal in
value and capability. 
It is important to recognise that

beyond an ISO 26262
accreditation for a cots component
lies integration activity that
imposes burdens on the integrator.
Any software component used in
an ISO 26262 system should have
some evidence, guidance and
documentation that ensures the
integrator can reuse that
certification evidence without
undue burden or risk. 
Before integrators attempt to use

a cots component, they should
determine how the component
supports the considerations raised
here. Lack of a vulnerability
analysis, safety manual,
partitioning guidance as well as
user guides and manuals will
make ISO 26262 approval using a
cots component more
burdensome. 

Joe Wlad is
vice president
for business
development
at Verocel 

David Barnett
is vice
president of
products and
markets at
Real-Time
Innovations
(RTI) 

Bob Leigh is
director of
market
development
at RTI
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ALL CHANGE

Siemens is bringing together the elements of vehicle design, as
Steve Rogerson found out at the company’s PLM Automotive
Symposium at the Manufacturing Technology Centre 
near Coventry, UK
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Everything is changing. That
was the key message from
Ian Strath, portfolio

development director of Siemens,
as he opened last month’s PLM
Automotive Symposium and
looked at modern vehicle design.
“We are living in a world of

change,” he told delegates at the
Manufacturing Technology Centre
near Coventry. “We have cars that
are going electric. We have cars
that are full of software. There are
new materials. There is mass
customisation. The number of
options is increasing
exponentially. The choice we have
is amazing.”
And then there is the IoT letting

cars be connected back to the base
so manufacturers can understand

what their cars are doing in
service.
“Car companies, suppliers and

so on all need to manage this in
terms of delivering a quality
product at the right price and on
time,” he said. “We are helping
because the power of computing
is increasing what we can do in
terms of modelling. The scope of
what we are doing in increasing
all the time. Software, digital
threads and digital twins make a
difference.”
Digital threads link all the

processes together with each
design stage iterative and feeding
into the next stage. A virtual
replica, or digital twin, of the
process can be created. There is
also a digital twin of the product

Uniti is trying to make the world’s best electric car

Ian Strath: “Digital threads and digital twins make a difference.”

Lewis
Horne: 
“PLM
gets us 

from end
to end.”

to predict how the vehicle
performs before the prototype
stage. And there is a digital twin
of the production process.
“Finally,” he said, “we have a

digital twin of performance. There
is a lot of value in showing how a
product works when it meets
reality.”
One company that is benefitting

from this is Swedish car designer
Uniti. Its goal is to make an
electric vehicle that is the best in
the world, or at least design one;
the company has no plans to
manufacture itself, according to
CEO Lewis Horne.
“We don’t touch any hardware

because there are people out there
who are a lot better than us at
that,” he said. “We don’t know
how to make a car but we do
know how to make virtual
reality.”
The company used Siemens

PLM technology to provide the
digitalisation while keeping
control of its own data. This let
the car designer create a digital
twin.
“PLM gets us from end to end,

from design to production,” he
said.
The company has some

prototype cars and is looking to
take them into production late
next year but hopes to have ten
beta test cars before that.
“These will be gathering data,

including customer behaviour
data, showing how they drive and
so on,” he said.

Thermal management
One of the challenges in moving
to electric powertrains is a lack of
experience notably in energy and
thermal management.
“People have been working with

traditional power sources for
many years,” said Leigh Gillard,
model-based systems engineer at
Siemens. “We are now facing
quite a different challenge in the
automotive industry.”
He said there were three main

trends – emission reduction, new
mobility and market globalisation.
“To meet the emissions targets,

something has to change, so a lot
are looking at electrification,” he
said. 
On new mobility, the trend, he

said, was towards mobility-as-a-
service and more connectivity.
And market globalisation was
increasing choice for car buyers.
“We have all these trends but

don’t know when they will impact
and at what level,” he said.
“Bringing that down to the
engineers, they have to deliver
limited weight, emission friendly,
fuel-efficient vehicles yet still
maintain expected vehicle
performance. They also have to
manage the complexity while
bringing in more advanced
autonomous driving from level

three to five.”
Designing an electric vehicle

starts with requirements, such as
range, fuel economy, emissions,

driving performance and
passenger comfort. These have to
be there throughout all the
different parts of the process.
“We have a facility in France to

measure different attributes of a
vehicle to use in models for
testing,” said Gillard. “We can
integrate energy consumption at
each step of the vehicle
development process. What we
are really talking about here is a
digital twin. This takes us from
requirements to launch, through
concept and architecture, virtual
and physical design, verification
and validation.”
Thermal and energy

management were deeply related,
he said, and a vehicle level
approach needed to be adopted to
see how systems interacted.
“System-level, fast running
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Siemens has acquired Texas-based Austemper Design Systems,
a start-up software company that provides analysis, auto-
correction and simulation technology that lets users test and
harden IC designs for functional safety in applications such as
automotive, industrial and aerospace systems for compliance to
safety standards such as ISO 26262. 

ICs in these applications require three types of functional
safety verification: for systemic faults, malicious faults and
random hardware faults. Siemens subsidiary Mentor’s Questa
software is a technology for functional verification of systemic
faults and provides verification of malicious faults for IC
security. The software from Austemper adds safety analysis,
auto-correction and fault simulation to address random
hardware faults, expanding on Mentor’s existing functional
safety offerings of the Tessent product suite and the Veloce
platform.

Design teams at semiconductor and IP companies use
Austemper’s technology to analyse the registered-transfer level
(RTL) code versions of their designs for faults and
vulnerabilities. It can automatically correct and harden
vulnerable areas, subsequently performing fault simulation to
ensure the design is hardened and no longer susceptible to
errors. Moreover, the technology is claimed to perform
simulation at orders of magnitude faster than competing
products.

Siemens will integrate Austemper’s technology into Mentor’s
IC verification portfolio as part of a larger digitalisation
strategy, making it available to companies developing digital
twins of safety-critical systems at the heart of autonomous
vehicles, smart cities and industrial equipment.

“With this acquisition, we continue to build on our
commitment to helping our customers quickly bring to market
innovations in autonomous vehicles, smart factories and smart
cities,” said Tony Hemmelgarn, president and CEO of Siemens
PLM Software. “In all of these markets, customers need to
innovate more nimbly, but it is imperative they also build these
systems with the highest degree of safety in mind. The
Austemper technology added to the Mentor IC portfolio, along
with the Teamcenter portfolio and Polarion ALM software,
will give customers the ability to develop and test digital twins
of their systems for the highest degrees of functional safety
before manufacture and deployment.”

The terms of the transaction were not disclosed. Siemens
expects to close the transaction this month.

Siemens acquires Austemper
models can support the process
from start to finish,” he said.
These can be enhanced with data
from 3D CAE and CAD plus
physical tests where appropriate.”

Complexity
When it comes to autonomous
vehicles, the number of elements
that need to be considered grows
massively. These cars will need
sensors, processing power to
make decisions and the ability to
act upon those decisions,
explained Steven Dom,
automotive solutions manager for
Siemens.
“On top of all that, the sensors

are influenced by the environment
and the traffic,” he said. “And
vehicle performance and
dynamics also come into play.
Above all that is the infrastructure
with V2V, 5G, V2X and so on.”
There have been estimates that

to develop an autonomous vehicle
properly that the road testing
would last 14.2bn kilometres,
which cannot be done. Yet they
will need increased levels of
hardware and software
complexity.
“The wiring loom would be like

comparing two strands of
spaghetti with a bowl of
spaghetti,” he said.
And even after it is all finished,

there would need to be regular
over-the-ait software updates.
As an example of the

complexity, Dom looked at
trajectory planning. The car will
look all around itself and work out
where it wants to be and it has to
know how the car will behave as
it tries to get there. The trajectory
will be planned using a digital
model of the car and through this
will predict the next, say, twenty

steps, but it only executes the first
of these.
“It has to constantly analyse and

change as each step happens,” he
said. “It may after one step
encounter a patch of oil and have
to make adjustments because of
that. And it has to do this in
different weather conditions and
the sensors have to allow for the
vibrations of the car.”
Testing all this means coming

up with an accurate digital model
of the car that works in real time.
“You have to predict realistic

human responses for a whole
range of conditions and with no
physical crash test dummies,” he
said. “Crash test dummies do a
good job in matching a human
body in a crash situation but not in
non-crash situations. We
developed a model of the human
body that has bones and muscle
structure. You need to think of this

when you are planning steering
movements.”
Simulations, he said, were going

to be needed that covered the
wide variety of driving conditions
virtually. Cars would need to be
tested in the most extreme
scenarios.
“When you move to level five

autonomous driving, there will be
millions of scenarios that need
testing,” he said. “You can only
do hundreds or perhaps thousands
by actual driving. You are going
to need a lot of simulation. You
need a digital twin of the world
and a digital twin of the vehicle to
reduce the number of scenarios
that have to be run in the real
world. Cars on the road are
already gathering data that can go
into these simulations.”
And he said at the end of the

day there was no such thing as
one hundred per cent safety. It

Steven Dom: “You are going to need a lot of simulation.”

Leigh Gillard: “A digital twin
takes us from requirements to
launch.”

was a matter of working out what
was acceptable.

Functional safety
For automotive, the functional
safety aspect is governed by ISO
26262, and here Siemens believes
integrating application lifecycle
management (ALM) with PLM
can help using technology from
Polarion, a German company it
acquired in 2016.
“Polarion allows you to address

functional safety,” said George
Harkay, Polarion portfolio
development executive. “And a
digital twin lets you test what is
going on without the expense of
manufacturing. Managing
complexity is a challenge. As the
products become smarter, the
number of recalls is increasing.
Software in cars was once in
separate silos but now everything
is integrated with other systems.
And this complexity will increase
even more when the driver is no
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George Harkay: “A digital twin
lets you test what is going on.”

Marco Buonfiglioli: “You can model 
the whole drivetrain for an electric vehicle.”

longer in control of the vehicle.”
He said that Polarion’s ALM

platform was the first to get ISO
26262 certification and could
handle up to Asil D from initial
planning to deployment.

Batteries
Marco Buonfiglioli, principal
engineer at Siemens, looked at
how software tools could help
improve battery performance in
electric vehicles
“The cost and weight of the

battery are a significant
proportion of a vehicle,” he said.
To help optimise these, he
proposed using three different
tools – BDS battery design studio,
Star-CCM+ BSM battery
simulation model and Amesim.
“BDS is for virtual cell design

and test,” he said. “It gives
detailed geothermal representation

coupled with a performance
model to build the cell digital
twin. The BSM is for battery pack
design. And Amesim is a tool for
system modelling. You can model
the whole drivetrain for an electric
vehicle.”
He said it was important to

optimise the battery pack for
weight as the cell weight was
fixed.
“This is the only way you can

reduce the overall weight,” he
said. “And you can gain insight
into cell performance with virtual
prototyping.”

Noise
One problem with electric
vehicles is the horrible whining
noise they make compared with
the power that can be heard from
an internal combustion engine.
“The high-frequency noise can

be annoying,” said Strath. “Also,
with electric vehicles the low
volume means that other noise
such as road noise can be heard
more.”
One company, Punch Powertrain

from Belgium, is using the
Siemens Simcenter 3D
engineering software to optimise
vehicle design to improve noise
levels.
“Noise simulation can show, for

example, how the wind flow
round the wing mirrors can
generate noise,” said Strath.
“Simulation is a lot cheaper than
doing this in a wind tunnel. It lets
you see how adding weight or
other tweaks can reduce the noise
levels in the car.”

Conclusion
Strath summed up the proceedings
by saying how important it was to
keep time, quality and cost under
control in a time when everything
was changing so quickly.
“The car makers have done an

amazing job of incremental
change,” he said. “But that is now
not good enough. The change has
to speed up to remain competitive
in this new world.”

While increasing at an
incredible rate,
connected car

technologies are still in their
infancy. That is not to say
designers and engineers should sit
around and wait for the
technology to really take off
before using it to improve safety;
now is the time to invest in
pushing connected car technology
to the next level.
For professionals in this field,

there are plenty of ways to use
this technology to increase car

PLAYING SAFE
Lisa Anderson looks at how connected
car design is revolutionising car safety

safety. But first, it would help to
look at some of the connected car
technologies in existence before
starting to consider safety
implementation concepts and
ideas. 
Connected car technology

continues to advance. Current
variants of this technology include
V2V (vehicle-to-vehicle) and
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)
communications. Other
technologies include V2C (vehicle
to cloud), V2P (vehicle to
pedestrian) and V2X (vehicle to

everything). These cars are
powered by internet connectivity
and connectivity to other devices,
under the internet of things (IoT)
paradigm that makes smart
devices more aware of their
capabilities and the environments
around them. IoT can be used in
various ways to power this
technology. This includes
smartphones, the cloud and smart
in-vehicle technology. 

Crash notifications
Connected car technology entails
seamless communications with
other vehicles and the surrounding
infrastructure. Through
information gathered through this

Before becoming mainstream, car manufacturers
have to convince the buyers that the technology is
capable of understanding and avoiding
environmental dangers consistently
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process, a car can have a warning
system that can alert drivers when
things are about to get out of hand
and an accident is about to occur. 
These warnings can be

generated when the car ahead
brakes suddenly, or when the
driver is about to crash into an
unseen vehicle on their blind side.
The possibilities for improving
safety in this regard are practically
countless. 

Emergency responders
Even though a connected car
might have all the technology to
see an accident coming from a
kilometre away, an accident might
still occur. For instance, another
driver might drive into the car and
cause an accident. 
If that happens, the smart

technology in these cars can still
do plenty to help by getting in
touch with emergency response
services. Since this is smart
technology, it can send plenty of
information to the responders so
they can get to the place of the
accident and deal with the
situation in a timely manner. 

Taking over
As connected car technology
grows, the goal will not just be
notifying drivers that a crash is
coming. These cars will have the
capacity to take over the reigns
and help out drivers unaware of
the accident situation that is
quickly unfolding. 
Through the smart sensory

capabilities, these cars will
analyse a situation and know the
conditions, see that an accident is
about to occur and take measures
to keep this from happening. In
these cases, the cars will apply
brakes and even turn to avoid
collisions. The smart safety
intervention would work even
better when both cars are
connected and can communicate
with each other, helping each
other decide how to alter speed
and direction to avoid an accident. 

Environmental awareness
Connected cars are more aware of
the environment; and by
extension, this means drivers are
also more aware of their
environment as they drive.

Sometimes, it is not the driver
who is at risk, but those around
him or her. 
This safety can be increased

through warning systems that tell
drivers when they are driving into
sensitive areas such as school
zones where kids might be
running carelessly across the road.
This same technology also has the
capacity to recognise when a
traffic light is about to change,
helping the driver make safer
decisions and avoid crashing into
pedestrians or other motorists. 

Live engine data
Issues such as engine temperature,
brake integrity, tyre pressure and
other operational metrics are
monitored more deeply. With this
information, previously
unavailable to drivers, motorists
can know when engine or
transmission status might result in
a potentially dangerous situation
for the driver and the passengers. 
With this technology, the brakes

will not fail without warning, as
the technology will see the
problem coming long before a
situation arises where effective
brakes would be necessary for the
safety of the occupants. 

Focus
Car designers and engineers
should put a lot of focus into
connected car technology, not
only because it helps improve
road safety, but because it comes
with other benefits such as
enhanced mobility and better fuel
economy. It is also seen as the
platform on which better fleet and
traffic management will be built. 
Therefore, a lot of attention

should go into improving
connected car technology, and in a

Designers have to consider novel technologies to make sure they
are keeping pace with the technological arms race

Car dashboards increasingly provide more complex feedback to aid driving

broad number of ways. There
should be designers and engineers
who should work on making this
technology improve road safety. 
There are already driverless cars

on the road, and their safety
records are (very nearly)
impeccable. While these
professionals do not have to try
and turn every car on the road into
a smart car that can make a human
driver obsolete, driverless
technology demonstrates how
much connected technology can
improve safety on our roads. 
Other areas of focus for experts

interested in connected car
technology should go to fuel
efficiency. The world is already
overburdened by the way people
are exploiting its fossil fuels.

Even this early in its
development, connected car
technology has been shown to
improve fuel efficiency by seven
per cent. Further improvements in
the technology can push these fuel
saving benefits even further. 

Safety 
There is already groundwork
showing how safety can be
improved through connected car
technology. For instance, the
technology can be used to
improve situation awareness for
drivers so that they can avoid
accidents. 
Designers and engineers can

take this a step further and design
cars that can take control of the
vehicle when an accident proves

likely to reduce the chance of
human error, which is often the
reason many accidents occur. 
Additionally, the technology

needs to extend beyond the car so
the world can finally have smart
roads that can communicate better
with this in-vehicle technology to
improve technology by informing
drivers, or the cars, of poor road
conditions and similar hazardous
driving conditions. 

Lisa Anderson is a freelance
writer
covering
subjects such
as road safety,
and women in
sport and
travel
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Three Automotive Audio
Bus (A2B) transceivers
from Analog Devices
have the capability to tai-
lor system-level perform-
ance to meet EMC
requirements.

The AD242x devices
have configurable trans-
mit power levels, en-
abling the developer to
match system perform-
ance to specific OEM
EMC requirements in
feature-rich automotive
infotainment systems.
The transceivers also
allow expanded use cases
for microphone connec-
tivity and reduce cabling
complexity by distribut-
ing audio and control data
plus clock and power
over a single, unshielded
twisted-pair wire.

These features lower
system cost and are suit-
able for emerging multi-
mic applications such as
road noise cancellation,

in-car communications
and autonomous driving.

The AD2426W, AD-
2427W and AD2428W
are pin-compatible with
existing series members.

A2B technology pro-
vides a deterministic,
scalable and cost-effec-
tive means to address the
performance require-
ments of latency-sensitive
audio and voice applica-
tions. The most recent
generation of pin-compat-
ible A2B transceivers ex-
tends the core A2B feature
set to include features that
improve system-level
flexibility, particularly in
microphone array appli-
cations.

The devices can route
data from up to four PDM
microphones to the local
I2S port for beam-forming
or other local data pro-
cessing. Further enhance-
ments allow for
concurrently receiving up

A2B transceivers meet EMC requirements

to four PDM mic inputs
plus an additional I2S
audio stream.

The devices comply
with relevant automotive
EMC, EMI and ESD re-
quirements, are AEC-
Q100 qualified, and
operate from -40 to
+105˚C.

They come in a 32-lead
LFCSP 5 by 5mm pack-
age, and are supported
within the firm’s Sigma-
Studio graphical develop-
ment environment as well
as an ecosystem of third
party development, proto-
typing and evaluation
products.

Magnetic angle sensors
from Infineon are target-
ing functional safety ap-
plications in cars.

The Xensiv TLE5014
sensors meet ISO 26262
Asil C for the single die
and Asil D for the dual
die versions. Angle error
is less than 1˚ across tem-
perature profile and life.

They suit applications
needing accurate position
sensing such as steering
angle sensing or motor
commutation. Other uses
include EPS and pedal
position sensing.

Both come pre-config-
ured and pre-calibrated as
plug-and-play sensors.
Users can choose be-
tween Sent, PWM and
SPC interfaces. Versions
with an SPI interface will
be out this year.

The sensors can be
adapted to the application
setup via their program-
mable eeprom interfaces.

Based on giant mag-
neto-resistive technology,
the sensor unit and the
logic part are monolithi-
cally integrated on one
chip. Input voltage is up
to 26V.

Magnetic
angle sensors

3GPP device tests GCF protocols
Rohde & Schwarz has ex-
panded the capabilities of
its CMW500 wideband
radio communications
tester and SMBV100A
GNSS simulator to sup-
port Global Certification
Forum (GCF) protocol
conformance tests for C-
V2X device certification.

Using the Qualcomm
9150 C-V2X chipset, the
CMW500 acting as LTE
network simulator lets car
makers test C-V2X direct
communications (PC5)
according to GCF Work
Item 281.

The 3GPP release 14
specifies the direct com-
munications specifica-
tions for C-V2X PC5,
which enables V2V, V2P
and V2I safety applica-
tions, and does so without
a mobile cellular sub-

scription or network as-
sistance and operates in
ITS bands 46D (5.8GHz)
and 47 (5.9GHz).

The CMW-KK550 test
package includes the
3GPP protocol confor-
mance tests from LTE-
V2V GCF Work Item 281
and LTE-V2X GCF Work
Item 282.

As recently announced,
the CMW-KU514 C-
V2X software package on
the CMW500 is used to
verify data transmission
and reception over the

PC5 interface in ideal,
faded and congested
channel conditions.

Together, both packages
support C-V2X device
testing through all proto-
col layers.

C-V2X, including di-
rect communications for
safety applications, syn-
ergistically complements
network-based communi-
cations that deliver telem-
atics services and various
use cases for connected
infotainment and over-
the-air software updates.

Multiple multiband con-
formal 5G-ready anten-
nas can be combined in
one module that can be
mounted below a vehi-
cle’s body panels.

A modern, connected
car could require as many
as 18 antennas to provide
all relevant services for
consumers, which causes
extensive design and aes-
thetic problems for car
makers that want to keep
their products connected,
but still streamlined and
attractive.

Harman’s antennas

have been derived from
parent company Sam-
sung’s experience in mo-
bile antenna design. The
antennas can accommo-
date various radio serv-
ices, including LTE,
GNSS, V2X, wifi, Blue-
tooth, RKE and electronic
toll collection.

The antennas mount
into an aperture opening
in a vehicle’s body panel
– typically the roof area
or boot lid – and are cov-
ered by a waterproof,
non-conductive radome.
It provides gain and di-

rectionality, while deliv-
ering performance and
the required isolation for
many radio systems to
operate together.

In addition to streamlin-
ing radio services, the an-
tennas can be combined
into an integrated pack-
age with Harman’s
telematics control unit
(TCU) to become a smart
antenna.

This 5G-ready technol-
ogy also supports vehicle-
to-vehicle (V2V) and
vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I) safety features.

Multiple antennas combined in module

Low noise LDO regula-
tors from On Semicon-
ductor have a power

LDO regulators fit adas image sensor modules
supply rejection ratio
(PSRR) to improve per-
formance in noise sensi-
tive analogue designs.

The AEC-Q100 quali-
fied NCV81x devices suit
applications such as adas
image sensor modules.

There are four devices
with inputs from 1.9 to
5.5V. Outputs are 250,
450 and 700mA. A PSRR
of 98dB blocks unwanted
power supply noise from

reaching sensitive ana-
logue circuits, while
noise of 6.5µV RMS
eliminates the need for
more output capacitance.

Low dropout voltage is
80mV. This is enhanced
by a no-load quiescent
current of 12µA.

Fixed output voltages
are from 1.2 to 5.3V with
an accuracy of ±2%. Sta-
ble operation is achieved
with 1µF capacitance on

the input and output.
Providing high PSRR

from 10 to 100kHz is im-
portant for applications
such as image sensors for
adas cameras. For exam-
ple, the NCV8163 im-
proves image quality by
filtering out power supply
noise that could corrupt
the voltage signal applied
to the pixel.

They come in tsop-5
and XDFN-4 packages.
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A software tool engi-
neered to speed and sim-
plify the creation of
in-vehicle Can communi-
cations based on the SAE
J1939 standard is avail-
able from Mentor.

The Capital Systems
Networks product is said
to boost design efficiency
for J1939-based Can by
up to 90 per cent by en-
abling a generative design
approach.

Commonly deployed in
heavy-duty commercial
vehicles such as lorries,
buses and off-road vehi-
cles, J1939 is a data net-
working standard used for

in-vehicle communica-
tions and diagnostics.
Commercial vehicles
may incorporate as many
as six Cans, requiring
new designs and rework
for each vehicle model.

As the number of
processors, sensors and
electronic actuators de-
ployed in commercial ve-
hicles rises with each
model year, so too does
the complexity of design-
ing the data networks to
connect them. Despite
this rising complexity, a
lack of robust network
design tools often forces
engineers to rely on main-

tenance-intensive tech-
nologies such as spread-
sheets incorporating
in-house macros.

Designed to address
these, the product enables
holistic network develop-
ment. As part of the Cap-
ital tool suite, the tool
integrates network and
electrical design within a
single environment,
streamlining develop-
ment of functional and
physical designs for
J1939 networks.

By supporting a gener-
ative design process
within a coherent electric
and electronic architec-

ture, it helps speed net-
work design, validation
and optimisation.

The tool includes a lib-
rary and unified diction-
ary of J1939 signals,
functions and features.
This allows designs,
ECUs and entire net-
works to be reused and
tailored for specific vehi-
cle models and variants.

Developed for trans-
portation applications, the
software suite spans an
extended flow from con-
cept and electrical archi-
tecture definition to wire
harness design, manufac-
ture and car maintenance.

Tool speeds J1939 Can design
Nexperia has announced
its lowest RDS(on) auto-
motive-qualified mofets.
The AEC-Q101 Trench 9,
40V super-junction
mosfets in the rugged,
electrically- and ther-
mally-efficient LF-
Pak56E are said to have a
footprint up to 81%
smaller than bare die
modules, D2Pak or

D2Pak-7 devices.
The 0.9mΩ, 220A DC-

rated BUK9J0R9-40H
mosfet suits applications
up to 1.2kW.

As well as reducing
RDS(on) the devices also
have an improved DC
current rating of 220A, a
claimed first for the auto-
motive Power-SO8 foot-
print. This enables higher

RDS(on) cut for AEC-Q101 mosfets
power density on a small
footprint for safety-criti-
cal automotive applica-
tions that require dual
redundant circuitry.

The use of super-junc-
tion technology delivers a
higher avalanche capabil-
ity and safe operating
area for improved per-
formance under fault con-
ditions.

They facilitate parallel-
ing for high current appli-
cations.

Devices suit automotive
functions such as brushed
and brushless motor con-
trol for power steering,
transmission control,
ABS, ESC, pumps
(water, oil and fuel), fan
speed control, reverse
battery protection and
DC-DC converters.

An integrated sense and
brushed motor drive
chipset from Melexis is
for applications such as
seat movement, window
lift and sun roofs. The
two-IC chipset can inte-
grate sensing directly into
the drive electronics.

The MLX81325 is an
integrated smart motor
pre-driver with Lin capa-
bility and a protocol con-
troller, housed in a
QFN32 32-pin 5 by 5mm
package, which enables
fine control for low-noise
brushed motor drive with
smooth start and stop.

It contains four fet
PWM pre-drivers, 32k
flash and 16k rom. Diag-
nostic functions are built
in and current sense en-
ables intelligent anti-
pinch protection.

Eight IO lines allow di-
rect connection of posi-
tion sensors, simplifying
the design, especially the
provision of self-learning
soft-stop features.

The companion mixed
signal cmos-based MLX-
92255 is a second-genera-
tion dual Hall-effect latch
with two-speed outputs
and an on-board voltage
regulator.

Motor
chipset

An automotive grade
phototransistor optocou-
pler from Vishay In-
tertechnology combines a
high current transfer ratio
(CTR) with a forward
current of 5mA in the
sop-4 mini-flat package.

The VOMA617A is de-
signed for galvanic and
noise isolation, signal
transmission, battery
management and system
control in automotive ap-
plications, including hy-
brid and electric vehicles,
as well as high reliability
industrial applications.
The device has a CTR

Optocoupler targets EVs
range from 50 to 600%.

It uses a GaAlAs infra-
red emitting diode that is
optically coupled to a sil-
icon phototransistor. The
package provides a
3.75kV isolation rating
and creepage and clear-
ance distance of 5mm or
more.

The device is moulded
using an eco-friendly

green compound, is
RoHS-compliant and is in
accordance with WEEE
2002/96/EC. It is certified
to UL, cUL, VDE and
CQC safety standards.

Samples and production
quantities of the AEC-
Q101 qualified optocou-
pler are available now,
with standard lead times
of six to eight weeks.

To deliver stability and
endurance in harsh hu-
midity and temperature,
Kemet has introduced a
+150˚C automotive ca-
pacitor that complies with
AEC-Q200.

The T599 KO-Cap
polymer device passed
1000 hours of humidity
bias testing under +85˚C
with 85% relative humid-
ity at rated voltage, and
endurance testing at
+150˚C up to 1000 hours.

Capacitor
passes tests

Arccore has introduced a
starter kit for the TI mm-
wave AWR1642 Boost
EVM sensor.

The kit includes the
Arctic Core basic soft-
ware, the Arctic Studio
tool chain and a micro-
controller abstraction
layer from TI. Starter kit
components are available
for free with a 60-day
evaluation licence and are
integrated in an integrated
development environ-
ment (IDE).

Combined with the sen-
sor’s scalability and soft-
ware tools, the kit is a
starting point for develop-
ers of traditional and
emerging Autosar uses.

Autosar starter kit
Arctic Core contains

features for automotive
ECUs including commu-
nications, diagnostic and
ISO 26262 compliant
safety services, and a
real-time operating sys-
tem. Arctic Studio IDE
provides a software de-

velopment environment
based on the Eclipse
framework.

The software compo-
nents enable access to the
MCU’s peripherals in-
cluding communications
and control ports for input
and output.
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Two Power Integrations
Scale-iDriver gate-driver
ICs have been certified to
AEC-Q100 level one.

The SID11-32KQ and
82KQ are for driving 650,
750 and 1200V automo-
tive IGBT and SiC-mos-
fet modules, and are rated
for peak currents of
±2.5A and ±8A, respec-
tively.

The 82KQ is said to
have the highest output
current of any isolated
gate driver and can drive
600A, 1200V and 820A,
750V switches.

They use the firm’s
FluxLink magneto-induc-
tive bi-directional com-
munications technology,
which ensures reinforced
galvanic isolation be-

Gate driver ICs receive
AEC-Q100 certification

tween the primary and
secondary sides to im-
prove isolation integrity
and stability.

FluxLink technology
eliminates the need for
opto-electronics, which
suffer parametric changes
with age and relentless
thermal degradation that
limits operational life-
time. The magnetic cou-
pling technology permits
data transfer with gal-

vanic isolation and in-
cludes a minimum inter-
nal 0.4mm separation
between the low- and
high-voltage sides.

Using magnetically
coupled conductors
locked into a homoge-
nous thermoset, high
quality insulation en-
hances operational stabil-
ity and longevity. The
devices use the firm’s
esop package, which has

a CTI level of 600,
9.5mm creepage and
clearance distance, and
meets automotive 5500m
requirements.

They are suitable for
EV and HEV applications
including the main in-
verter, brake chopper,
DC-DC battery converter
and AC-DC onboard bat-
tery-charger designs.

The automotive DC-DC
converter for the second-
ary-side supply voltage is
simplified as only a
unipolar voltage is re-
quired by the Scale-
iDriver IC. Built-in
voltage and power man-
agement circuitry handles
the necessary regulation
of positive and negative
gate-drive voltages.

An 802.11ax device from
Marvell has 2x2 plus 2x2
concurrent dual wifi,
dual-mode Bluetooth 5
and Bluetooth Low En-
ergy, and 802.11p for
connected vehicles.

The 88Q9098 combo
enables gigabit-level per-
formance, reliability and
security for the car.

The architecture inte-
grates two wifi subsys-
tems into a single SoC,
and enables two inde-
pendent 2x2 data streams
to run concurrently and at
full throughput.

One use case is when
one wifi radio is dedi-
cated to mobile phone
projection while the other
is streaming video to and
from mobile or accessory
devices in the car. The de-
vice enables reuse of one
product across infotain-
ment and telematics ap-
plications, delivering
multimedia streaming, se-
cure over-the-air updates,
vehicle-to-vehicle com-
munications and hot-spot
functionality.

Purpose-built for the
car, this SoC offers auto-

Dual wifi device suits
connected vehicles

motive features, includ-
ing 802.11p to support
V2V communications,
Bluetooth Low Energy
Long Range to enable
connectivity to a phone
and key fob from up to
500m, and customisable
firmware to enable OEMs

to enhance and differenti-
ate their offerings.

The device also meets
quality, reliability and
temperature standards re-
quired for automotive
AEC-Q100 grade two
operation from -40 to
+105˚C.

Anisotropic conductive
film (ACF) bonding from
Amada Miyachi suits a
range of adas applica-
tions.

The bonding can be
used to make the inter-
connection between the
front-facing camera and
the PCB that processes
the data in high-end cam-
eras for collision warning
and lane-departure warn-

ing systems.
It can also be used for

other automotive adas ap-
plications, including
parking and reversing,
night vision, drowsiness
monitors, distance warn-
ing, autonomous emer-
gency braking, and blind
spot detection.

With an ACF bond,
parts are both electrically
and mechanically joined
with glue that contains
conductive particles. By
applying precise heat,
force and time, as well as
ensuring careful parts
alignment, ACF bonding
makes a strong and reli-
able electrical-mechani-
cal connection.

The bonding process is
suitable for fine-pitch
(less than 30µm) camera
interconnection applica-
tions because the particle
size is smaller than those
of traditional alternatives
such as heat seal connec-
tors. It also reduces costs
compared with zero inser-
tion force connectors.

This lead-free and flux-
free process is suitable for
making electrical-me-
chanical connections to
glass substrates or fine-
pitch PCB circuits. No
cleaning is required after
the process and it oper-
ates in low process tem-
peratures.

Pulsed heat technology

with close loop controls is
used for ACF bonding
adas camera interconnec-
tions. The Uniflow 4
power supply provides
the targeted heating and
precision temperature
control necessary.

An external MG3 digi-
tal weld monitor checks
all process parameters.
The MG3 provides preci-
sion real-time dynamic
measurement of all the
welding variables.

It provides the tools re-
quired for process devel-
opment, production
monitoring, data collec-
tion and analysis to sup-
port ISO, GMP and TQM
requirements.

ACF bonding connects adas


